Marine

Distribution International has a network of strategically positioned locations to service the U.S. and Canadian coast regions. Product offerings include a wide selection of marine insulation, interior finish products, thermal insulations systems, structural fire protection, joiner panels, marine accessories, DI’s Neptune® product line, and more.
DI stocks thermal and acoustical products including hullboard and non-combustible fiberglass rolls, joiner products, and high-density sound barrier mats to maximize sound attenuation measures. Our offering of structural fire protection products accommodate applications where weight and space are critical. (A-60 approval on steel with a thickness as low as 16-millimeters) DI specialists will assist you in determining the best application solution for steel or aluminum construction.

**Acoustical**
- Acoustical Hullboard/Waffleboard
- Non-lead Sound Attenuation Mat
- Perforated Metal Sheets
- Acoustiwool Products
- Lead Sound Attenuation Barrier

**Exhaust**
- Removable Blankets
- Calcium Silicate Pipe Covering and Ells
- Insulation Finishes
- Insulation Facings

**Thermal**
- Fiberglass Hullboard
- Fiberglass Blanket
- Polyimide Foams
- Non-Halogen Elastomeric Foam
- Mineral Wool

Contact your DI representative to request a quote!
Marine@distributionintl.com

[www.distributioninternational.com]
For interior outfitting needs, we supply joiner panel and ceiling systems, furniture, doors, and more. DI provides systems with B-15 for interior bulkhead and ceiling applications. We provide panels and installation trim in limited colors. Further laminate options are available by special order including a stainless steel finish for galley applications. Additionally, our panel systems meet IMO requirements up to an A-60 rating.

Joiner Systems
- Soft-Core
- Solid-Core
- Vinyl Clad Metal Sheets
- Aluminum Honeycomb Panels

Outfitting
- Ceiling Systems
- Marine Furniture
- Marine Doors
- Aluminum Trim

Contact your DI representative to request a quote!
Marine@distributionintl.com
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Additional Products

SOLAS/IMO and U.S. Coast Guard approved products:

- Thermal Insulation
- Acoustical Insulation
- Joiner Panels
- Marine Insulation
- Interior Finishes

Structural Fire Protection

We understand the importance of protecting your personnel and structure. Insulation for equipment, sensor protection, ambient heat load reduction, and fire prevention are critical for effective safeguarding. DI provides mineral wool, high temperature blanket, and microporous technology products for various application requirements. In addition to insulation, we can fulfill your accessory needs for marine firestopping applications.

Installation Accessories

Our stock of marine insulation accessory products include adhesives, caulks, foam sealants, hand tools, fasteners, pins, and other related materials to streamline your project. DI’s ability to combine delivery of accessory items along with a complete line of insulation products provides a constant, value-added service to our customers.

Firestopping

- Marine Firestop Sealants
- Collars
- Pathways

Accessories

- Pins, Washers, Clips
- Tapes
- Adhesives, Mastics, Coatings
- Cloths
- Jobsite and PPE Protection